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id you know that a company in relocation or transition mode is
considered a failure by company leadership more than 35% of the
time?
Why is this? Corenet, IFMA and other real estate and facility industry
organizations report the following challenges leading to relocation
challenges and failures:
1. Communication – organizations don’t discuss or recruit the right
employees to lead the transition process.
2. Planning-Businesses simply don’t leave themselves enough time
to manage the event.
3. Stakeholders aren’t completely invested nor are they involved on
a consistent level.
4. The chosen manager simply isn’t skilled or experienced enough
to lead and manage the relocation or furniture purchase process.
5. There are more than 200 tasks associated with a business
relocation event which can require close to 300 man hours to
manage. This is a full time job for an already overworked manager.
6. Most business owners and office managers aren’t versed in
furniture, space planning, design and furniture decommission
related issues, which means learning as you go, often leading
to overspending!
Business Transition 360 is a single source Solution available to business owners and company leaders to reduce risk, liabilities and
expenses related to a corporate move and furniture project.
Why risk it? Why not consider a source who works with clients
like HP, GE, Jacobs Engineering, CBRE, ISS and so many other
companies. Companies and leaders that realize the importance
of sourcing their noncore projects to an expert and specialist
in furniture, space planning, ergonomics and relocation.
Business Transition 360 is a Business to Business Transition and
Furniture project management company serving real estate and
facility management executives for 30 years.
Whether you are challenged with a simple move add change
project to a complete corporate relocation and new furniture
standardization initiative, Business Transition 360 has been there.
Clients like ISS, HP, Pilot Air, GE and Jacobs Engineering continue
to benefit from and save hundreds of thousands of dollars each
year when sourcing the facility service professionals at BT360.
Consider our team available any time to learn more about the
solutions we offer to the facilities and real estate industries
regionally or nationally.
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